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Pagan Jones went from America's sweetheart to fallen angel in one fateful night in 1960: the
night a car accident killed her whole family. Pagan was behind the wheel and driving drunk. Nine
months later, she's stuck in the Lighthouse Reformatory for Wayward Girls and tortured by her
guilt—not to mention the sadistic Miss Edwards, who takes special delight in humiliating the
once-great Pagan Jones. But all of that is about to change. Pagan's old agent shows up with a
mysterious studio executive, Devin Black, and an offer. Pagan will be released from juvenile
detention if she accepts a juicy role in a comedy directed by award-winning director Bennie
Wexler. The shoot starts in West Berlin in just three days. If Pagan's going to do it, she has to
decide fast—and she has to agree to a court-appointed "guardian," the handsome yet infuriating
Devin, who's too young, too smooth and too sophisticated to be some studio flack. The offer's
too good to be true, Berlin's in turmoil and Devin Black knows way too much about her—there's
definitely something fishy going on. But if anyone can take on a divided city, a scheming
guardian and the criticism of a world that once adored her, it's the notorious Pagan Jones. What
could go wrong?

From School Library JournalGr 9 Up—Intertwined with historical events surrounding the
formation of the Berlin Wall in 1961, this novel traces the recovery of former film sweetheart
Pagan Jones. After Pagan drunkenly kills her family in a car accident, she is sentenced to
juvenile detention—a rather light sentence compared to the tortuous guilt weighing on her. When
the opportunity to star in a Berlin-based film presents itself, Pagan takes the chance and gets
out of juvie borne on the arm of her court-appointed guardian, Devin Black. What the teen starlet
slowly realizes is that her part in this film is merely superficial; her real objective is to help Devin
infiltrate the East German government—the role of a lifetime. Danger, dancing, and daring
capers fill the pages of Pagan's adventure and her climb back to stardom. Fans of Elizabeth
Wein's Code Name Verity (Disney-Hyperion, 2012) and Ruta Sepetys's Between Shades of
Gray (Philomel, 2011) will not be disappointed with the author's latest. VERDICT Fast-paced
and furious, this work will be a certain hit with those who love historical fiction, Hollywood, and
stories of redemption.—Amanda C. Buschmann, Atascocita Middle School, Humble,
TXReview"In 1961, a troubled but immensely clever starlet is roped into dangerous Cold War
intrigue. In a divided Berlin, Pagan runs the risk of being swamped by geopolitical danger from
Communist East Germans--and the ongoing temptation of alcohol. Her prodigious competence
at everything she attempts, from acting to espionage, would make her unbelievable if Berry did
not temper it so well with her struggles with addiction. Scary in all the right places, with a strong
setup for the sequel." - Kirkus Reviews"Berry's (the Otherkin series) noirish writing blends the
blinding spotlight of Hollywood, the sexy world of espionage, and a smattering of real-life events



and figures to create a fast-paced spy thriller. Pagan is realistically flawed and complex ("Who
was she tonight? Actress or drunk? A movie star, or a villain?"), using her skills on the stage to
manipulate men, gain state secrets, and make a daring escape from the divided city." -
Publisher's Weekly"Pagan Jones, though, is nobody's pawn. This is a well-plotted balance of
Hollywood glitter and international political conspiracies during the Cold War, and the historical
backdrop is meticulously set. Pagan is a smart, charismatic heroine given depth by her struggles
with alcoholism..." - Booklist"With a hint of Hollywood glam, mystery, and a time period unique to
the YA genre, Berry treats readers to a can't-miss story. She finds a winner in Pagan, a Marilyn
Monroe-like teen actress with a tale that will appeal to younger and older fans alike." - RT Book
ReviewsAbout the AuthorNina Berry was born in Honolulu, studied writing and film in Chicago,
and now works and writes in Hollywood. She is the author of the Otherkin series. When she’s not
writing, Nina does her best to go bodysurfing, explore ancient crypts or head out on tiger safari.
But mostly she’s on the couch with her cats reading a good book.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.LOS ANGELES AUGUST 6, 1961FORMER STARLET
LANGUISHES IN JUVIE!Receives Visit from Mystery Man in Black Time in solitary goes by with
unbearable slowness when you've killed every member of your family. With nothing for Pagan
Jones to do but pace the five steps back and forth between the walls of a former broom closet, it
wasn't surprising that all she could think about was blood and shattered glass and her baby
sister's final scream.At Lighthouse Reformatory for Wayward Girls, a summer Saturday night
usually offered up a group dinner of canned beef stew followed by a Lawrence Welk rerun. But
here in solitary, Pagan had only a hard narrow cot next to a seatless toilet, a sink, and four blank
walls reflecting back her darkest thoughts.Miss Edwards herself came bearing a tray of
congealing food in her bony hands. Her heavily starched black uniform rustled as she set the
tray down on Pagan's cot. Waitressing creamed corn and meat loaf would have normally been
beneath her. But from the smirk on those narrow lips, Pagan could tell Miss Edwards had made
an exception so she could take in every moment of Pagan's humiliation.It took every ounce of
Pagan's self-control not to grab the woman's skeletal upper arms and shake her, but then she'd
never know what had happened to her roommate after their aborted escape attempt the night
before. She swallowed down her anger and asked, "Could you tell me, please. What happened
to Mercedes?"Miss Edwards lifted her narrow shoulders in a sad little shrug.Horror threatened to
close up Pagan's throat. Mercedes couldn't be dead. "You have to tell me if she's okay, at the
very least!" It came out louder, more desperate than she wanted. "What happened?"The
matron's shark-like smile widened. "What makes you think you deserve to know?"Pagan fought
back a flush of shame. She didn't deserve anything. She knew that. She'd earned a fate far
worse than two years locked up in Lighthouse. But ever since the night she drove her cherry-red
Corvette off Mulholland Drive, killing her father and younger sister, a kind of claustrophobia had
closed in. It wasn't a fear of enclosed spaces. More like a need to know she had a way out of any
situation. As soon as the judge had sentenced her to reform school, the remorseless itch had
taken hold. Any situation she couldn't extricate herself from felt like the end of the world.She'd



tried to be good her first few months in Lighthouse. She'd stuffed down her anxiety, bitten her
nails, and annoyed Mercedes by constantly pacing their tiny room like a lion in the zoo. But
inevitably the necessity to get the hell out, to prove she had a choice, had become
unbearable.So she'd started planning her escape, and Mercedes had asked to come along.
Their careful, months-long strategizing had soothed Pagan's anxiety, but their climb over the
barbed wire fence had been interrupted by Miss Edwards's inmate enforcers. By the time those
girls had sauntered up, Pagan had made it to the other side of the wire. Mercedes had
not.Mercedes had ordered Pagan to go, but then Susan Ma-honey pulled a knife. No way would
Pagan have left her best—her only—friend behind to face that alone. She'd climbed back over
the fence and dropped into the fray only to be pummeled nearly unconscious by Phyllis Lawson
and Grace Lopez.That didn't matter. What mattered was that Susan had viciously stabbed
Mercedes in the shoulder with her stiletto just before the guard rushed in, gun drawn. Pagan had
heard nothing about her friend's condition since they'd carried her away, trailing blood."You'll be
here in solitary for two weeks," Miss Edwards said, her beady eyes happily taking in Pagan's
shaking hands. "One meal a day. If Mercedes survives, she'll get the same. I've asked the judge
to review both your cases. He could decide to extend your sentences past your eighteenth
birthdays. I hope you're both eager to see how they deal with escape attempts from adult
prison."That was enough to shred Pagan's attempt at detachment. "They can't do that! It was my
fault, not Mercedes's—"Miss Edwards didn't let her finish. "You may have noticed," she said,
backing toward the door, where a guard waited in case Pagan got any ideas, "I had them take
away your shoelaces, your girdle, and your belt."Pagan had noticed, and she knew why. "I'd
never try to kill myself," she scoffed.Miss Edwards's shiny upper lip curled in disbelief. "Why not?
Your mother did it and didn't even leave a note."Pain ripped through Pagan as if Miss Edwards
had stabbed her perfectly manicured nails into Pagan's chest and pulled out her heart. It took all
of Pagan's training as an actor to keep her face blank.Obviously, the matron of Lighthouse had
never lost anyone she cared about to suicide or she would've known that, once it happened to
you, you would never go down that road yourself. It led only to darkness. Not an expansive velvet
black like the sky at night. No, this was a suffocating, heavy dark, a nauseating mass that
dragged you down to drown. Once that weight landed on you, all you could do was to keep
holding it up, hoping it wouldn't touch anyone else.The weight clouded her mind again as the
door locked behind Miss Edwards. The matron had taken the single bare lightbulb with her and
left Pagan with only the line of light slithering under the door. Pagan fixed her eyes on it as she
lay down and clenched her fists against the smothering black, the pain in her head, and her
racking worry about Mercedes.She woke up sometime later knowing only one thing. She was
getting out.Her headache had dimmed, and Miss Edwards had not thought to confiscate
Pagan's bobby pins. There was no time like now, now, now. Remembering how Mercedes had
showed her to bend the pins into a tension wrench and pick, she got busy with the lock.Luckily,
because the solitary cells had once been closets, there was a keyhole on her side of the door
that she could rake. Once out of this room, she could sneak into the parking lot and maybe crawl



into the trunk or backseat of a car.Outside the walls she could find the hospital where they'd
taken Mercedes.She focused on the lock, ear to the door. The tension wrench gave a bit to the
right, so she slid the pick in and began tapping the pins in the lock. There. That one. Push that
one down and—A key was shoved in from the other side, pushing her pick out of the cylinder. It
dropped to the floor.No time to be terrified. She felt the floor frantically for the pin and palmed it
as the door opened to reveal the rigid form of Miss Edwards, silhouetted against a shaft of
morning light.So. The night had passed.The narrow crimson lips turned up in a tight smile as the
small glittering eyes took in Pagan's flushed cheeks and the curl of her fingers as her hands slid
behind her back. Quick as Pagan had tried to look nonchalant, wreathing her face in habitual
resentment, Miss Edwards was no fool."Your right hand, please." She held out French-
manicured fingers.Trying to hide or drop the pins would only delay the inevitable. Pagan all but
threw them into Miss Edwards's palm and braced herself.The painted mouth curled. Miss
Edwards put the pins in her pocket and pulled out a pack of Lucky Strikes and her favorite
lighter, a silver Zippo engraved with the Ace of Hearts in red. The "students" at Lighthouse
weren't allowed to smoke, and Miss Edwards took pleasure in flaunting her privilege in front of
them. She drew out a cigarette, put it between her lips, and formed words around it. "Adult
prison's too good for you.""Would you be sad to see me go?" Pagan was pleased at the
insouciance in her voice, because her knees were watery, her throat tight. Every fiber in her
wanted to demand how Mercedes was doing, but she'd rather die than endure another smug,
withholding smile.Miss Edwards had just had her hair done, the roots retouched to a glowing
blond much like the fashionable color Pagan's had once been. She was wearing eyeliner today,
winged out at the corners like Marilyn Monroe. "It's always a tragedy when a young life takes the
wrong turn." She flicked the Zippo and lit her cigarette. "Which brings me to why I'm here. You
have visitors." She exhaled the smoke into Pagan's face.Those last three words turned Pagan's
next smart remark into something like a hiccup. She struggled to keep her face blank. Only
immediate family members were allowed to visit "students" at Lighthouse."I killed all that was left
of my family." Her voice was thicker than she liked. The smoke smelled like her old life, and she
tried not to suck it in with a deep, appreciative breath. "Are you making an exception for second
cousins once removed?"Miss Edwards's heavy eyelids lowered in a look of self-satisfaction that
made Pagan's hands curl into fists. "These men have Judge Tennison's permission to see you,"
she said. "I sent my request in to him yesterday to reconsider your sentence. Perhaps this has
something to do with that. Come." She pocketed the Zippo and click-clicked down the hallway
without looking back.Pagan followed slowly through the still-open door into what the students
called the Haunted Hallway. Its adobe walls stretched thirty feet down then turned right, but
through some trick of acoustics if you stood at this end you could hear the slightest whisper
taking place around the corner another thirty feet, where the hallway ended near Miss Edwards's
office and the stairway descended to the first floor. If a girl desperately needed to hear word of
the outside world, she'd volunteer to mop this hallway to try and catch a sentence or two as it
bounced up the stairs, passed the office, and rebounded around the corner.Pagan hurried after



Miss Edwards, using her fingers to comb her dry, overgrown hair into a semblance of neatness,
stuffing down a desire to plead for more information. The hallway stretched on forever. The walls
around her were scuffed gray, the barred windows allowing in brief glimpses of azure sky, a
dusty green palm frond swaying in the breeze. Nine months here had been an eternity. Prison
would be infinitely worse.She tried to swallow, but it was as if the bent bobby pin had lodged in
her throat. She'd figured on a beating, bread and water, some solitary at worst. And she'd gotten
exactly that.But what if that was just the beginning of her punishment? The escape attempt had
happened Friday night. This was Sunday morning. Surely judges didn't come in on the
weekends to change the terms of a juvenile's sentence.But maybe what was about to happen
was justice. Pagan had done far worse things than try to escape a reformatory. Maybe she
deserved what she was about to get.Miss Edwards stopped at her office door, her mouth turning
ever downward as she laid one hand on the knob."Just because I'm allowing this doesn't mean
you're special," Miss Edwards said. Her resentful tone set off further warnings in Pagan's busy
brain. Why was the matron frustrated now instead of triumphant? "You're thinking that you're
better than me, aren't you? You still think you're a movie star. You're famous. You're somebody.""I
killed my father and sister." Pagan's voice was flat. "So the last thing I could ever feel is that I'm
better than anyone. Even you."Miss Edwards's frown deepened. Effort flickered between her
painted eyebrows as she tried to figure out how a statement of such humility could come out
sounding like an insult. Pagan was good at ambiguity; it was part of what had made her such a
good actress. In the past nine months, that skill had proven vital. That and Mercedes's
friendship.Miss Edwards turned the knob. Pagan squared her shoulders and lifted her chin, the
way she always had before auditions, trips down the red carpet, or courtroom entrances. Her
mother would have approved. Even if facing your own execution, best to meet it with a serene
smile and excellent posture.The doorknob under Miss Edwards's hand jerked back. She lost her
grip and grabbed the door frame to stop herself from falling. A fresh cloud of gray-blue cigarette
smoke wafted over them from the room beyond."Do come in." The low, masculine voice was not
one Pagan recognized. A shaft of sunlight filtered through the smoke, blinding her, until a slender
young man in an exquisitely cut black suit and narrow tie moved forward. He was tall and wore
no hat, his dark hair slicked back, one unruly lock spiking over his forehead. He stood with one
hand on the door, as relaxed as if he were welcoming them into his own home.Only his eyes
were turbulent, a dark blue. They swept over Pagan with speculative calculation and something
darker she couldn't identify. Goose bumps ran up her arms.She was staring at his mouth and
pulled her gaze up, shaking off a sudden blankness in her thoughts. It had been nine months
since she'd seen a man other than the gatehouse guard, but she couldn't let that distract her.
The crews on her movie sets had called her One-Take Jones in the early days because of her
composure and professionalism. That was before she'd started drinking. Now that she was
sober, that girl was still inside her, somewhere."The notorious Pagan Jones." The dark-haired
young man held out his hand. "My name is Devin Black."She slid her hand into his. It was warm,
the grip firm. "I'd say it was a pleasure, Mister Black, but I don't like lying to



strangers."Amusement curved one corner of his mouth. He kept hold of her and leaned in, his
voice soft. "Lies are best saved for those we love."Her heart hammered once, twice. At this range
his eyes glittered like shards of stained glass shaded from indigo to azure. They locked on to her,
taking her in.He pulled away. The moment might never have happened but for the electricity still
prickling over her skin.He cast his indifferent gaze at Miss Edwards, who was hovering like a
storm cloud. "That will be all. Thank you."Dismissed from her own office, Miss Edwards puffed
out her narrow chest as if about to spew fire. But Devin Black was already ushering Pagan
inside. The door clicked shut behind them.Read more
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Theresa K. Read, “The Notorious Pagan Jones - The start of a great series! In a tightly woven.
The Notorious Pagan Jones - The start of a great series!In a tightly woven, easy read, Author
Nina Berry, takes her readers on a thrilling ride through tense times in Germany – the summer of
1961 – and leaves us wanting more from her sassy, older-than-her-years heroine, Pagan
Jones.For all her glamorous lifestyle, movie-speak, and au-couture wardrobe, embattled starlet,
Pagan Jones is a multi-dimensional heroine, struggling to deal with issues we can all identify
with: loss of loved ones, addiction, and the balance between personal and professional life.
Berry weaves in a love quadrangle, and several intriguing mysteries, and by the end of the book,
we want to follow Pagan Jones right off the pages, and onto the next one!Keep them coming,
Nina Berry! The Notorious Pagan Jones is a winner!”

wendall, “Savored every page!. Great Story, fascinating characters which accurately depict a
crucial time in history. I loved every minute and can't wait to read about Pagan's next adventure.
Oh, and Devin Black is absolutely dreamy! More, more, more Ms Berry!”

Maggie Knapp, “Combination I've Not Seen Before: Romance and The Rise of the Berlin Wall.
Set primarily in 1961 Berlin, just as the Berlin Wall was being put in place, this book tackles a
serious historical time, made perhaps more inviting for teen readers by wrapping it in a romance.
Pagan Jones, a young 20-something American actress has been rescued from reform school by
a rather improbable scenario: she will earn her freedom by starring in a movie, under the
watchful eye of studio exec David Black. While the book spends some time on movie star
glamour, Pagan has fallen deeply from grace due to her drinking problem. The book does a very
good job portraying her difficultly staying sober and her desire for a drink. If she is caught
drinking (or drunk), it will end her contract on the movie and send her back to reform
school.Handsome Devin Black seems barely old enough to be a studio executive, and he has
secrets of his own. They find they are attracted to each other, but won't admit it, and each know
they would be smart not to act on it. Throw in some Cold War politics and newspaper headlines,
and you have a history/romance that mingles political intrigue with budding desire. The end
notes mention Pagan is next headed to Buenes Aires. No mention if Devin will go with her! The
author's end notes document solid historical research, and perhaps teachers will find a way to
include this book on high school "Suggested Outside Reading" lists for social studies or history
classes,About me: I'm a middle school/high school librarianHow I got this book: review copy
from the publisher”

Resch Reads, “Nancy Drew meets James Bonds, with a dash of Mad Men and Gossip Girl.
Alright, so this is a resounding case of don't just a book by its cover. I know this book isn't my
typical read, actually this would be a first for me in terms of Historical Young Adult and I have to
say, I kinda liked it. The book was extremely interesting, the characters were fascinating, and plot



kept pulling me forward, leaving me wanting more.I originally went back and forth with this book
before deciding to take a chance on it. Nina paints an exquisite scene of Berlin in the 1960s, a
country torn and divided by war, attempting to re-build. The initial start of the book leave you with
more questions than answers, who is Pagan Jones, why is she suddenly free, who is Devin
Black, why did Nicky never visit her? The story continuously leave you wanting to hear more,
learn more, and attempt to put the pieces together.Then that ending, it was crazy, action packed,
as all the mysteries are finally solved and some leaving you puzzled and questioning, wanting
more. Pagan learns about her family history, but there are more questions then answer. The
mysterious Devin Black and Pagan part ways but with the foreshadowing that they will see each
other again. This book is Nancy Drew meets James Bonds, with a dash of Mad Men and Gossip
Girl, definitely unique and completely different for the Young Adult market!”

Maci and Zoe Read Books, “Maci and Zoe's Review. Even though I am a fan of World War II and
historical fiction, I have never really read much about what happens after. But this book gave me
the chance. In this book, we follow Pagan, a Hollywood movie star as she tries to get her life
back together after a tragic accident. She is offered the second chance of a lifetime, but it is in
Berlin where everything is very tense due to the Russian occupied East Germany and the
American occupied West Germany. One thing that I really commend this book for is sneaking
history into what would otherwise be considered a fluffy novel. Also, as someone who is not into
acting or drama, the characters really did a good job of showing me what it is to act and how
some people can really become a character. It was overall really good and I would recommend
this as a way to sneak some history into an otherwise fluffy reader's queue.”

Ashleigh-Jade, “The Notorious Pagan Jones absolutely blew me away.. When I pick up a YA
novel, I expect an interesting plot and personable characters. The Notorious Pagan Jones had
all that and more; it managed to combine espionage, historical context, character development
and a dash of Hollywood glamour into a thrilling tale.Pagan is an excellent protagonist who
manages to feel so real she steps off the pages as you read. She has a depth to her that is rare
in the YA genre. All of the characters in the novel have a distinct flavour and are fleshed out in
detail beyond their looks - you truly get a glimpse into their lives, backstory and personality.
Nothing in the writing of characters felt forced or unrealistic, they seemed to flow in a natural way
as they responded to the events around them.As someone who has experience in the acting
industry, I was impressed with the way the industry was represented. I also liked the context of
the novel which provided something a little different and interesting to the tale. I loved how
Pagan Jones managed to combine so many different ideas, from addiction, to Hollywood, the
Stasi and personal development, into a thrilling tale. I cant wait to read the next book!”

C. Hughes, “Great story. This was a Quick and fun read full of adventure with some history
thrown in. Looking forward to the next one.”



kaz Witchell, “Fast paced action with a silken swish of Hollywood. More please. Lots of
fun.Couldn't put it down .  What happens next?There had better be a sequel please”

The book by Nina Berry has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 12 people have provided feedback.
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